
Policy Forum meeting 30 Nov 2016 

Apologies:  Isabelle Clements, Simon Munk , Alastair Hanton, Kristy Revell, Tom Harrison, , John 
Wood 

Present:  George Coulouris, David Arditti , Rachel Aldred (chair) , Anthony Gilmour, Steven Edwards, 
Phil Loy, Andrew Larsen Tom Bogdanowicz. All references below by initials  

Actions summary 

• RA to consider  creating a page with useful sources of transport data that would be linked to 
future seminars  

• TB to circulate a signals glossary  
• RA to circulate Nick Fulford slides 
• GC to circulate link to Cycling UK economic case for cycling (Done)   
• TB to ask about status of draft FAQs 
• AG to confirm Lambeth group interest in workshop – identify a suitable street as a case 

study and propose a date 
• AG to offer advice and expertise to Turning the Corner team.   
• DA to circulate Carlton Vale multiple tiger crossing example. 
• RA to consider separate modelling session in 2017 
• TB to circulate timetable for UDL training sessions (Done)  
•  GC to suggest inclusive cycling category to Cycle Streets (Done) 
• RA to contact Kevin Hickman about draft inclusive cycling policy document and its adoption. 

Ra has already written a short summary of existing policy  
• RA to put out a call for involvement re cycling and pedestrians meeting  
•  

Rolled over : Modelling Glossary . TB to send to PL and Robin Heydon when available. 

Minutes of last meeting  - approved  

Matters arising  

RA noted that CEAT updates was now online and that they were working on a software that would 
generate a tube-type mapping of cycles routes 

DA had sent the Brent Cyclists response to the council walking strategy to the group. 

TB noted that the modelling glossary was not available yet but offered to circulate a signals glossary 
which had been provided TB 

Updates and current policy 

Media working group 

A successful media workshop was held at the LCC AGM led by Nick Fulford.  

RA to circulate Nick Fulford slides 



GC to circulate link to Cycling UK economic case for cycling (Done)   

TB to ask about status of draft FAQs 

Motoring/Traffic grid 

A successful session on filtered permeability and the motoring grid is was held at the AGM . RA has 
notes and slides from the session. It used Old St as a case study  

Potential interest in similar sessions at local group level. 

AG expressed Lambeth interest  

AG to confirm Lambeth group interest in workshop – identify a suitable street as a case study and 
propose a date. Lambeth group meetings take place on the third Tuesday 

DA expressed Brent interest in similar session – Queens Park/Kilburn  

Women and cycling  

Terry Patterson, LCC trustee, is putting out a call for participation in working group 

RA reported on meeting with all party parliamentary cycling group . Ruth Cadbury, Meg Hillier in 
attendance.  

New Policy Projects 

• eBikes to be considered if there is volunteer interest. RA & colleagues included ebike in their 
modelling for the PCT (propensity to cycle tool).  

• Turning the corner – straight ahead priority for cyclists and pedestrians . Meeting notes 
British Cycling report and earlier work on the subject by AG. AG to offer advice and expertise 
to Turning the Corner team.  Some discussion of tiger crossings. DA to circulate Carlton Vale 
multiple tiger crossing example.  

• Oxford St change of bus routes. Observation that reduction of bus numbers would not be 
beneficial if replaced by taxis.  

Modelling  

PL absent due to illness –  

RA to consider separate modelling session in 2017 

Urban Design London  

TB to circulate timetable for UDL training sessions (Done)  

Inclusive Cycling 

Wheels for Wellbeing (WfW) are working on all ability images and wording in documents. 



Responding to suggestion of an image library GC recommended the Cycle Streets library . GC to 
suggest inclusive cycling category to Cycle Streets (Done). Cycle streets responded by saying all 
pictures can be tagged as appropriate.   

RA to contact Kevin Hickman about draft inclusive cycling policy document and its adoption. Ra has 
already written a short summary of existing policy  

Cycling and Pedestrians 

RA and Neil Andrews (WfW) are due to meet with RNIB in the spring. 

RA to put out a call for involvement  

TH noted the potential for cargo bikes to replace motor journeys: 30% of trips could be done by 
cargo bikes . UPS are using HPVs in Hamburg where there is good cycle infrastructure.  

DONM  

22 February 2017 - 6pm Westminster University  

Modelling – possible additional meeting 

Grid, Lambeth case study  – possible additional meeting  

 

 

 

 

 


